Most existing opinion mining systems recognize opinionated sentences and determine their polarity as one-step classification procedure. This paper proposes a different multi-pass coarse-fine opinion mining framework. In this framework, a base classifier firstly coarsely estimates the opinion of sentences. The obtained sentence-, paragraph-and document-level opinions are incorporated in an improved classifier as features to re-estimate the opinion of sentences. The updated opinions are feed back to the classifier for further refining the sentence opinion until the classifier outputs converge. Three base classifiers are incorporated in this coarse-fine opinion mining framework, respectively. Their performances are evaluated on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 opinion analysis dataset. The achieved performance improvements show that the proposed coarse-fine strategy is effective to improve the developed opinion mining classifiers.
Introduction
Aiming at identifying and analyzing the opinions in text, opinion mining becomes an increasingly interesting research topic in information extraction and knowledge discovery areas. The discovered opinions are useful to many applications. For example, the opinions on products are helpful to customer purchase decision and manufactory quality improvement [1] , while the opinions on specific policies from different sources are helpful to improve government management. Besides, as a fundamental natural language processing (NLP) technology, the opinion analysis technique helps to promote research in information extraction and knowledge discovery such as automatic summarization [2] and question answer system [3] .
Many researches on opinion analysis have been reported in the recent decades [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Most of them focused on the subjective words extraction [4] and opinion classification at the document [9] or sentence level [10] . However, identifying only opinionated documents or sentences may not be sufficient [7] . Deep opinion analysis including the opinion holder identification, opinion target analysis therefore becomes a hot research topic [11] .
The existing opinion analysis techniques are generally camped into three approaches. The fist approach is based on sentiment knowledge and mainly utilizes the knowledge on sentiment words and some opinion-related heuristic rules for opinion analysis [12, 13] . The second approach is based on machine learning which incorporates sentiment words, word bi-grams, syntactic features and opinion-related linguistic features into a machine learning based classifier. The popular used classifiers including Naïve Bayes (NB) [14] , Maximum Entropy (ME) [15] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16] . The third approach combines sentiment knowledge, machine learning and a general linguistic framework for opinion analysis such as semantic role labeling in the FrameNet [17] .
Most existing opinion mining systems recognize opinionated sentences and determine their polarity as one-step classification procedure. These systems have two shortcomings. The first one is that only the inner-sentence and neighboring-sentence opinion-related features are adopted while the paragraph-and document-level opinion features are ignored. The second one is that the whole opinion mining is separate opinionated sentence recognition procedures while the analyzed opinion information does not help the recognition of opinions in the rest sentences. To overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes a new framework, which analyzes opinions under a coarse-fine analysis framework. This framework is a multi-pass analysis procedure. A base classifier is firstly applied to estimate the opinion of each sentence in the document. The analyzed sentence opinions generate the paragraph and document opinion. The obtained paragraph-and document-level opinions are then incorporated in a improved classifier as new features to re-analyze the sentence opinions. The refined opinions of sentences, paragraph and document are feed back to the classifier to further refine the opinion analysis. Such circles terminate until the analysis outputs converge. Three base classifiers and one improved classifier are developed in this study. They are incorporated in the proposed coarse-fine opinion mining framework, respectively. Their performances are evaluated on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 opinion mining dataset. The experimental results show that by adopting the proposed framework, the performances for these classifiers are all improved, especially the precisions. The achieved promising results support the idea of a multi-pass coarse-fine opinion mining framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the existing works on opinion mining. Section 3 gives some basic concepts and terminologies in this study. Section 4 presents the coarse-fine opinion mining framework. Section 5 presents the implementation of three base classifiers and improved classifier. Section 6 gives the evaluation results and finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Literature Review
Early works in opinion analysis focus on the identification and polarity determination of sentiment words. Hatzivassiloglou and Mckeown predicted semantic orientations of sentiment adjectives by analyzing adjective pairs occurring in the corpus [4] . Turney and Littman adopted a bootstrapping strategy to determine polarity of each new sentiment word using a set of seed sentiment words [18] . Kamps utilized the lexical relations maintained in WordNet to estimate the relation between new sentiment word and seed sentiment words for polarity determination [19] .
Recently, various opinion analysis techniques are proposed to identify document-and sentence-level opinions in different applications domains such as news articles [13] , product reviews [1] , movie reviews [20] and web blogs [21] . These techniques can be generally categorized into three approaches: (1) the approach based on sentimental knowledge; (2) the approach based on machine learning; and (3) the approach combining sentimental knowledge, machine learning and a general linguistic framework. The first approach mainly utilizes the linguistic knowledge on sentiment words and some opinion-related heuristic rules as the clues for opinion analysis. The sentiment lexicon acts a core role in this approach. For the giving text, this approach identifies sentiment words and uses the products of the polarities of these sentiment words as the features to recognize the opinionated sentences and determine their polarities. Furthermore, some opinion-related heuristic rules are applied to improve opinion analysis. The typical systems following this approach include [7] on English and [13] on Chinese, respectively. The second approach normally uses sentiment words and some opinion-related linguistic features as the observing features. The classifier based on machine learning algorithms, which is trained through annotated data, is used to classify input documents or sentences into opinionated ones or non-opinionated ones. The sentiment words, word bi-grams, word n-grams, syntactic patterns, punctuations and topic-relevant features are always adopted as observing features. The supervised and unsupervised learning techniques were used to develop a classifier to recognized opinion sentences. The adopted classifiers include Naïve Bayes (NB) [15] , Maximum Entropy (ME) [5] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16] . The last approach combinines sentiment knowledge, machine learning and a general linguistic framework for opinion analysis. Kim and Hovy proposed a method based on semantic role labeling [17] . It collected sentiment words and opinion-related frames from the FrameNet corpus, and a maximum entropy based model is applied to label the semantic roles of opinion related frames in a sentence. Finally, the opinion holders and topic are determined by mapping semantic roles to them.
Basic Concepts
A typical opinion expression consists of five key components, (1) Opinion Holder which is the governor of an opinion. It normally refers to a person, a state or an organization as well as the corresponding pronouns; (2) Opinion Operator which is the verb indicates an opinion event, The typical opinion operators including 警 告 (warning) 強調(emphasize) and 指出(point out). Some operators bring opinions by themselves such as 稱 讚 (praise) is always for positive; (3) Opinion Object which is the target of the opinion; (4) Opinion Word/Sentiment Word which reflects the opinion polarity, i.e. positive, neutral or negative. They are further classified into: a. Context-free Opinion Word (CFOW) whose polarity is constant irrespective of context, e.g. 完 美 (perfect) is absolute positive and 惡劣(bad) is negative; b. Context-dependent Opinion Word (CDOW) whose polarity is determined by their context. For example, 好笑的 is positive when it is used in the context of talk shows (meaning burlesque); but it is negative when it is used in the context of politics (meaning absurd); and c. Object-dependent Opinion Word (ODOW) is the neutral word carrying different polarities when associated with different opinion objects. For example, 高 (high) expresses positive sense when collocating with 性能(performance) but brings negative sense when collocating with 債 務 (debt). For practical reasons, this kind of words are processed as CDOWs; and (5) Opinion Indicator, which is the word indicating the orientation of an opinion or the orientation tendency of multiple opinions. They include negation conjunctions, continual conjunctions, adverbs and adverbial phrases directly indicate the polarity of the opinionated sentence.
Coarse-Fine Opinion Mining Framework
Most existing opinion mining techniques regard opinionated sentence identification as one-step classification problem. The linguistic features and statistical-based features in the observing sentence are utilized in the classifier to determine the opinion and polarity of the sentences. These techniques ignore the influence of opinions of the paragraph, document and the neighboring sentences to the opinion of current sentence. The observation on NTCIR-6 corpus and NTCIR-7 training corpus shows that a sentence in a strong polarity document has higher probability to be the same polarity while a sentence in a factual document tends to be factual too. Naturally, the paragraph-, document-level and neighboring sentence-level opinions should be considered in the sentence opinion analysis. Meanwhile, humans normally analyze the opinion trend of a document coarsely in the first step and then remove the ambiguities in sentence opinion based on the opinion of document and neighboring sentences. It motivates the design of a coarse-fine opinion mining framework. This framework has multi-pass coarse-fine analysis which is described below. Step 2. Estimate the polarity of D and each paragraph P.
Step 3. Use the improved classifier, C im , to estimate the opinion of each sentence, Pol(S i )*. C im incorporates paragraph-, document-and neighboring sentence-level opinions as new features.
Step 4. Update the document and paragraph opinion using Pol(S i )*.
Step 5. If the sentence and document opinion mining output converge, terminate. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
The Implementation of Base Classifiers and Improved Classifiers
To test the effectiveness of the proposed coarse-fine opinion mining framework, three base classifiers and a improved classifier are implemented.
Base Classifier One: Opinion Lexicon-based Classifier
This base classifier is similar to NTU system [13] . It uses opinion holders, negations and sentiment words as the clues for finding opinionated sentence. The polarity of opinionated sentence is determined by summarizing the polarity of known opinion words while the polarity will be reversed if a neighboring negation is detected. If the sum greater than 0, the sentence tends to positive. Otherwise, negative.
Base Classifier Two: Machine Learning based Classifier
The second classifier is based on machine learning. The occurrence of opinion holders, opinion operators, sentiment words, negations and degree adverbs are regarded as discriminative features. A classifier based on support vector machine is adopted.
Base Classifier Three: Machine Learning based Multi-features Classifier
Three levels of features are adopted in this base classifier including the punctuation-level, word-level and collocation level. Table 1 gives the description of these features. The more information can be found in [21] .
A linear multinomial SVM classifier is implemented for opinionated sentence recognition. While describing the sentences as a set of values of opinion-related features, these sentences are transferred to points in a multi-dimension space. For a binary classification problem, the SVM classifier attempts to find out a hyperplane in the feature space which separates the positive training examples from the negatives ones. This classification hyperplane has the maximal margin to the training examples. The three groups of features are adopted as the features for the classifier. 
Improved Classifier
Using the base classifiers to analyze the opinion of sentences and document, the coarse analysis results are obtained. Now, we incorporate the document-level, paragraph-level and neighboring sentence-level features in the improved classifier.
For the i-th sentence in the document, labeled as s i , we assume its polarity, labeled as Pol(s i ), is positive, (its values including positive, neutral, negative and non-opinionated) and the polarity of its previous sentences s i-1 , labeled as Pol(s i-1 ), is positive. The conditional probability, Furthermore, the paragraph opinion and document opinion are estimated by summarizing the sentence opinions in the paragraph and document, respectively.
A Support Vector Machine based classifier, which incorporates the output features from each base classifier and features listed in Table 2 , is trained through semi-supervised learning on NTCIR-6 corpus and more webpage relevant to the documents. The training algorithm is described in [21] . The trained classifier analyzes each input sentence and determines its polarity as the output. Here, the SVM with linear kernel is adopted to perform opinionated sentence identification and polarity determination. 
6. Evaluations
Dataset
In this study, we adopted three set of opinion data. 
Evaluation Results
Firstly, the performances achieved on opinionated sentence identification are evaluated. The achieved performances by three base classifiers are listed in Table 3 , respectively. In the following tables, P is for precision, R is for recall and F is for F-value. Secondly, the performances on polarity determination of opinionated sentences are evaluated. The achieved performances by three base classifiers are listed in Table 5 , respectively. 411 By adopting multi-pass coarse-fine opinion mining, the achieved performances on polarity determination are given in Table 6 , respectively. The experimental results show that the proposed coarse-fine multi-pass analysis framework effective to improve the overall performance of opinion mining classifiers, especially for precision performance. Meanwhile, it is observed that the coarse-fine opinion mining framework carries high improvement on polarity determination over opinionated sentence identification.
Conclusions
This paper presents a coast-fine opinion mining framework which is different from the most existing systems. The multi-pass coarse-fine analysis utilizes the document opinion, paragraph opinion and contextual sentence opinions to incrementally refining the sentence opinion analysis output by the base classifier. The evaluations of three classifiers on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 opinion dataset show all these three classifiers are improved, especially the precision. These results verify effectiveness of the coarse-fine opinion mining framework.
